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A New Paradigm for AI

Old Paradigm, 2010s: Deep Learning
• had a large impact on our world
• but still a category difference between human & artificial intelligence

New paradigm, 2020s: Foundation models underlying Generative AI
• builds on deep learning paradigm 
• but qualitatively different – eerily human-like
• huge models with ≈ 10^12+ parameters and growing

• close to complexity of human brains

Leading category: Large language models (LLMs)
• like ChatGPT/Bing (GPT-4), Bard (PaLM-2, soon Gemini), Claude 2, Llama 2, …



Moore’s Law: capacity 
of chips doubling every 
two years



Compute employed by 
cutting-edge models 
has been doubling 
every six months!

 much faster than 
Moore’s Law 
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Two Camps on the Significance of LLMs

1. Camp “Stochastic parrots” or “ Advanced auto-complete”
• emphasizes limitations

2.  Camp “Human-level AI”
• emphasizes capabilities 

 easy to over- or underestimate current LLMs – and dangerous to do so!
 their capabilities and “intelligence” are very different from ours

My claim in this paper: LLMs are useful in conducting research



Training, Capabilities, and World Models

Training of modern LLMs proceeds in 3 steps:

Step 1: Pre-training (very costly: > $100m for GPT-4, Gemini):
• LLM base model is pre-trained via “self-supervised” learning:

• system is fed vast amounts of data
• banal training objective: to predict the next word (token) in a sentence

• During this process, the model learns to represent the distribution of 
words in its training corpus

• but to do so efficiently, the model develops an internal representation or 
model of the world 



Training, Capabilities, and World Models

Training of modern LLMs proceeds in 3 steps:

Step 2: Instruction fine-tuning via supervised learning:
• LLM is taught to follow instructions rather than just continuing text:

• fine-tuning to answer questions,  summarize texts, brainstorm, etc.
• but all this draws on the pre-trained foundation

Step 3: Reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF):
• Model learns how much humans like answer  teaches LLM to be 

more truthful, sound authoritative, refrain from hateful text, etc.



Scaling and Emergent Capabilities

• Scaling: predictable performance gains from increase in training 
compute  “scaling laws” on how more parameters & training data 
reduce log-loss

• Emergent capabilities: arise unexpectedly at discrete points:
• LLMs could suddenly translate, rhyme, do math, etc.

• Multi-modal models: LLMs combined with other modalities leading 
to rapid progress in other domains
e.g., robots with world models leading to rapid advances in robotics



Advice on Prompts

Lots of attention has been paid to “prompt engineering”

My own advice: treat the LLM (esp GPT-4) as if it was an intern who is:
• smart and incredibly motivated & eager to help
• but completely lacks the context of what you are doing

 provide context
 iterate
 be patient



Limitations

• Analytic concepts: language models are good for language – they are 
less solid on analytic concepts – but plugins offer analytic power

• Data cut-off: training data usually cuts off in the past (e.g. Fall 2021 
for GPT-3.5/4) - but Feb 2023 for PaLM-2

• Context window: length of text limited – but 100k tokens for Claude 2
• Sessions: models only learn from their training data and do not 

remember across sessions
• Randomness: limits reproducibility: even with temperature = 0!

 many of these limitations are regularly being pushed out…



Risks

• Information security: important for sensitive data

• Hallucination: LLMs are prone to make up things, esp when pushed 
to their limits: e.g., incorrect facts, citations, etc.
 this is getting better

• Bias: output builds on the corpus of training data

• Homogeneity: we all use the same models



Useful Capabilities for Economists
Six categories of capabilities, with several dozen sample use cases:

1. Ideation and feedback
2. Writing
3. Background research
4. Coding
5. Data analysis
6. Math

available at www.korinek.com 







Evaluating & Scoring Capabilities

I will subjectively categorize the capabilities of existing systems as 
follows:

Important reminder:
• capabilities are emerging rapidly, and this may make it useful to 

familiarize yourself even with experimental ones

3 – green capability is very well-developed & quite robust, highly useful – recommended

2 – yellow capability works in limited circumstances, occasionally useful – good to experiment

1 – red capability is emerging, useful with serious limitations – experiment at your own risk



Useful Capabilities for Economists

Ideation and Feedback (generating, selecting, developing of ideas):
• Brainstorming ideas
• Offering feedback
• Providing counterarguments
• Evaluating ideas









A Few Other Brainstorming Strategies

• I am an economist working on AI and inequality. Can you brainstorm
• Can you brainstorm an outline on [insert topic]?
• 20 potential paper topics and describe each in one sentence?

• I am an economist working on an academic paper on [insert topic]. 
Can you brainstorm a research plan for me?

Iteration between brainstorming and evaluating ideas works especially 
well.





Useful Capabilities for Economists

Writing:
• Synthesizing text
• Providing examples
• Evaluating text
• Editing text (for mistakes, style, clarity, simplicity, …)
• Generating catchy titles & headlines
• Generating tweets / promotional materials











Further Prompt Examples on Style

• Rewrite the following text
• in a style that is comprehensible to non-economists
• in a style that is accessible to policymakers with a PhD degree
• in the style of [enter your favorite economist, politician, comedian]

• Which arguments are the hardest to follow in the following text?
• Evaluate the clarity and coherence of the following text.
• Are there any ambiguities in the following text?







Useful Capabilities for Economists

Background Research:
• Researching the literature 
• Summarizing text
• Formatting references
• Translating text
• Explaining concepts















Tutoring/Explaining concepts

Try a few additional examples:

1. What is the invisible hand theorem and why does it hold?
2. Why are instrumental variables useful?
3. What is Monte Carlo simulation?
4. What are the leading theories of exchange rate determination? 
5. What is the second theorem of welfare economics?





Useful Capabilities for Economists

Coding:
• Writing code
• Explaining code
• Translating code
• Debugging code

 also accessible in GitHub as Copilot
 works best in python & R but capable of many other languages











Useful Capabilities for Economists

Data Analysis:
• Creating figures
• Extracting data from text
• Reformatting data
• Classifying and scoring categories
• Extracting sentiment
• Simulating human subjects















Useful Capabilities for Economists

Math (LaTeX):
• Setting up models
• Deriving equations
• Explaining models











Short-Term Lessons

• In many of these illustrations, LLMs are useful assistants AND tutors
 automation of “micro tasks”
 significant productivity gains

Economic advice:
• focus on our comparative advantage (h/t David Ricardo)
• need to change our workflows

• foundation models generate content  will be devalued
• we humans can discriminate content  complementary
• we also provide feedback and organize projects



Medium-Term Outlook (Speculative)

• Our LLM will become better and better assistants AND tutors

• They will be adapted to lots of different use cases
• this will take some time, but has the potential to significantly change how we 

conduct research

• The role of humans in many cognitive tasks will diminish
• in many tasks, we’ll increasingly turn into rubber-stampers



Longer-Term: The “Bitter Lesson” (Speculative)

The “bitter lesson” of progress in AI (Richard Sutton, 2019):
• In the old days, AI researchers tried to make systems “smarter” by 

programming specific knowledge into them
• helped in the short term but benefits plateaued
• in the long term, “brute scaling” of compute has proven more successful

In our work as economists,
• we spend a lot of energy on similar strategies to obtain “smarter” results
 a similar bitter lesson may apply: with enough compute,
     economists will become redundant



Analogy to Garry Kasparow’s Insights on Chess

“Thousands of years of status quo human dominance, a few decades of weak 
competition, a few years of struggle for supremacy. Then, game over. For the 
rest of human history, […] machines will be better than humans at chess. 

The competition period is a tiny dot on the historical timeline. […] [It] gets all 
the attention because we feel it intensely when it occurs during our 
lifetimes.”

“…it is almost always better to start looking for alternatives and how to 
advance the change into something better instead of trying to fight it and 
hold on to the dying status quo.”



Deflating Experiences

• we will have a lot of deflating experiences in coming years

• much of my human capital accumulated over 22+ years will become a 
legacy asset

• all this will happen amidst many other transformative changes in our 
society



BUT: Lots of interesting new substantive questions

What will the new era of cognitive automation imply for:
• technological progress and growth
• labor markets
• education
• developing countries
• …
• social welfare?

As of right now, human brains (augmented by AI) are still the best technology 
around to answer them!
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